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Entrance Writing Sample Placement Test:_________________

LOWER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
A. Skills
Written Communication _____3
Oral Communication _____3
Computer Skills _____3

B. Perspectives
Fine and Performing Arts _____3
Mathematics _____3
Foreign Language Skills _____3

Additional: 3-4 Natural Science or Technology are required.
SOC 337 Research Methods _____3
SOC 415 Research Methods _____3

Stratification Course
SOC 320 Social Inequality; SOC 323 Sociology of Minority Families; SOC 340 Sociology of Women; SOC 402 Child Welfare; SOC 426 Minority Groups; or ANTR 320 The Sexes in Cross-Cultural Perspective

Upper Level Law Component
CRJS 320 Law and Social Control; CRJS 448 Sex, Discrimination & the Law; CRJS 462 Substantive Criminal Law; OR other approved course

Criminal Justice 300-400 level electives
Any 300-400 level criminal justice course may satisfy the elective requirements. Up to six hours of internship course work may also be used.

Law and Society concentration: Criminal justice majors may select the law and society concentration. This concentration is designed for students majoring in criminal justice who are considering law school and want to receive a formally recognized course of legal studies within criminal justice. Criminal justice majors selecting a legal studies concentration must take their foundation courses (CRJS 215S, 222, 262, 426W, 436, and SOC 337), a stratification course, 15 hours of 300/400 level legally-themed courses (CRJS 320, 415, 416, 418, 448, and 462 or other courses as approved by the department chair), and six hours of 300/400 level criminal justice electives.

UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
Option A. Approved Minor, 12-24 hours; also second degree or second major.

Requirements for graduation include a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.00 overall and in the major, 120 credit hours, passage of the Exit Examination of Writing Proficiency, and completion of Senior Assessment.